Candidate statement

Candidate Name
David Menkes

Seat qualifications

Based on my stakeholder status within the SORO NC boundaries, I am applying for the following Board seat:

Business Representative (Business owner, operator or employee; Residential income property owner)

Candidate statement

In one or two lines, tell us a little about yourself.
Having worked in Hollywood for 20 years, I started my own business making chocolate about 5 years ago.

What is your stake in SORO?
I not only live in SoRo but my company LetterPress Chocolate is also in SoRo.

What is your favorite thing about this community?
Seeing the passion and pride people have for our little slice of LA. The possibilities are endless!

Five years from now, how might SORO be different, and how would you help make that happen?
I'm hoping that more businesses come to the area, and hoping businesses like mine will help draw more to the street.

What are your strongest skills and leadership qualities, and how will they be an asset as a Boardmember?
When I put my mind to something, I accomplish my goals. I've had the distinction of running an award-winning chocolate company and worked on many award-winning movies. I'm a team player but also take the initiative.